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1. NATURE OF QUESTIONS TO BE REPEBRED TO THE EXECUTIVE BOARD： Item 6 of the 

Agenda (document EBlo/26) (continuation) 

The < Ш 1 Ш Ш recalled that there had been some discussion on the nature of 

questions to be referred to the Executive Board at the third meeting and Dr. Mackenaie 

had been asked to prepare, in collaboration ndth the R a p p o r t ^ , a draft resolution.. 

containing his proposal on the subject. That resolution was contained in document 

EBlO/26. He had a feeling, however, that the request of the Board to the Health 

Assemb3y to bear in mind the teohnical character of the Board's membership whoi 

referring questions to i t , was unnecessaiy because Article of the Constitution 

provided, that- one of the functions of the Board vms "to act as the executive 

organ of the Health Assembly". In that capacity it must discharge any functions 

that rrere allotted to it . Moreover, he felt that the conoeption of the Board as 
.y . . . 

a purely technical organ arose from the fact that it was laid down in Article 24 

of the Constitution that the members of the Board should be "technically qualified 

in the field of health" • I f it viere to be assumed that under that defiitíition only 

teohnical questions could be referred to the Board, the same must be assumed in the 

case of the World Health Ass^nbly, the delegates to Kïhich were also, according to 

Article 11 of tüe Constitution, to be “ chosen from among persons most qualified, by 
• ‘.. • 

their technical competence in the field of health». . • . . 

D r # MACKENZIE, In view of the considerations . mentioned by the Chairman, 

requested permission to -withdravir the draft resolution. 

It vms so agreed 
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2 . TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS - REPORT OF t/CBKING PAETÏi Item 4 of the Agenda 

The С Я Ш Ш Ш called on Dr. Taba, Rapporteur of the working party, to present its 

report.1 

Br. ТЛВА said that the woricing party had held three meetings and had considered 

the question referred to i t .frain various angles, bearing in mind the experience of the 

last two ïïorld Health Assemblies and the directives given by the Fifth World Health 

Assembly in resolutions 1HA.5.77 and ？ШЛ.5.78. I t had also borne in raind the question 

of the duration of World Health Aâsembly sessions. As the report was s onewhat 

comprehensive he considered it advisable to read it to the Board. 

• . 

Professor AIIVISATOS, while congratulating the working party on its report, 

suggested that the third topic proposed, the typhoid group of fevers, did not f u l f i l 

the purpose of the technical discussions indicated by the working party to the same . 

extent ae did the other two topics Jirpposed, namely tuberculosis and syphilis. In 

the f irst place! the typhoid group, as he understood i t , would include the para-

typhoids, consisting mainly of zoonoses with a different epidemiology vrtiich'it would 

be difficult to f i t into the f ield of action « I physicians and public-health workers. 

Secondly, there were no new techniques for the prevention of typhoid fever. Altheugh 

the new curative techniques with, the use of antibiotioe represented a great progress, 

i t was not yet known what should. be the length of thé treatment in order to securë 

COTiplete elimination of the pathogenic agents. The other preventive methods, including 

See Off ic ial Records No. 43 , annex 7 



vaccination, were partial and it was difficult to estimate their economic effect. 

Progress in public sanitation benefited progress in other respects. For instance, 

an installation for the pasteurization of milk was not in present days established, 

nor progress realized in the purification of drinking water, only with a view to com-

batins a few cases of typhoid fever, but because the needs for other reasons had very 

greatly increased. The same observations could be made in the case of a sewerage 

system installed by a city which did not know váiat to do with the used water. In the 

past, the fight against malaria had benefited agriculture and led to a better yield 

from cultivated land. He feared that if the discussions on tuberculosis and syphilis 

had to be conducted, with such considerations in mind they would be singularly com-

plicated. Moreover, in the case of typhoid fever an effective preventive programme 

.could be carried out only at great expense #iich would be too heavy for small tornis 

and villages. . For those reasons, he considered that i t might be advisable to post-

pone discussion of the group of typhoid fevers. 

Dr. HilYEK, vjhile congratulating the working party on its report, said that 

several of the delegates at the Fifth ïïorld Health Assembly, as well as members of 

the Executive Board, had expressed the desire that the duration of the technical 

discussions should be reduced to one day's group discussion^ and. should not .include 

addresses by persons from outside the Organization, or statements on the public-

he '.1th situation of the countries of each of the delegates. That view had been 

expressed particularly during the last Health Assembly, in view of the vdsh of 

certain delegates to have one inhole day for visits to health institutions, sanatoria, 

e tc . , in the neighbourhood of Geneva. Such excursions were of value, not only 

for the knowledge gained by the delegates taking part, but also because they afforded 



occasion for friendly intercourse between the delegates. The Secretariat should, 

therefore, be asked to make the necessary arrangements with the authorities concerned 

in the countiy where the World Health Assembly was taking place, and when i t was held 

at headquarters, with the S t íLss authorities, so that delegates coming to Geneva for 

the f irst timo could visit such institutions. Delegates would, of course, contribute 

to the expenses. He suggested the addition of a second clause to the preamble to 

section 3 of the resolution proposed by the working party, which would then readî 

Believing that the experience gained from the technical discussions 

at previous World Health Assemblies should now be reviewed, and 

Considering the interest expressed by many delegates in teahnical 

inquiries and excursions, 

3 . DECIDES to examine this matter 

D r * TOGM said that during the last Health Assembly many delegates had ielt 

that they had not learnt from the technical‘discussions anything that tĥ y- could not 

easily have obtained from the literature on the subject. Tuberculosis, syphilis . 

and the typhoid group of fevers were veiy broad subjects and one could take a course 

in each and yet not have gained sufficient knowledge to meet the needs of the people. 

He h?.d no recommendation to make, but whereas many delegates at the Fourth World Health 

Assembly had found the technical discussions very practical and on the level of all 

countries, ?4iGther highly developed or not, he felt that to discuss the topics now 

suggested would be a waste of timo. He was not criticizing the working party, which ‘ 

had done an excellent job and was not responsible for the situation, 

Not reproduced in annex 7 to Official Records No.43 but adopted, with amendments 

as resolution EB10.R22 ~ . ’ 



Dr# WICKREMESINGHE failed to understand the objections that had been raised by 

Professor Alivisatos to the topic of the typhoid group of fevers and by Dr. Togba 

to all the subjects proposed. They were all of considerable interest to most of the 

countries of the world and the typhoid group was of particular interest to under-

developed countries, 

Hg had been particularly interested in the principle enunciated in the report 

that "the discussions should consist less of an exchange of views by experts on 

the technical methods. themselves than of a gyrxthetic evaluation and comparison of the 

different methods which can be employed, frcan the angle of the practical results to 

be obtained in the fields contemplated" • Many members of the Board had very diverg-

ent views on what the technical discussions 油ould mean to those taking part, and 

it was an advantage in itself that the report clearly indicated what the scope of 

the discussions and the reporta issuing therefrom should be. 

Referring to the typhoid group of fevers, hé said there were many problems which 

should form the basis of almost all public-health тогк in under-developed countries• 

There was^ for instance, the problem of environmental sanitation. The Rockefeller 

Institute for Medioal Research had perhaps found the best method by demonstrations 

in different countries on a specific problem to show how sanitation was linked up with 

the promotion of public health. Most countries had reached a stage where they could 

deal with other subjects than the crude disposal of human т/aste, and the typhoid 

group of fevers perhaps represented a better avenue for the education of governments 

and people than any other group. Moreqver, so much new work had been done on thera-

peutic lines about typhoid fever that it would be vrell to determino the practical 

value of. such therapeutic agents. There was a tendency since Chloromycetin had 

been discovered to consider that preventive measures were unnecessaiy. But the 
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. * » • .• • .. . • 
• - - • .. ., ； • . . . , 

dangers of chlorcmçrcetln treatment alone might be the subject for technical dis-

eussions. Another subject might be the very serious problem of the germ carrier, 

• . ‘ 
The technical discussions were not intended for the purpose of discussing 

scientific details but broad outlines, and the very wealth of literature was a 

reason for clarification of the different views expressed in order that the programmes 

that countries should undertake might be presented in the most practical form. 

I t was hardly necessary for the Board to consider the details of the manner in 

which the discussions should take place, since the Director-General would without 

doubt arrange for their organization so that they would be more fruitful than in the 

. . ^ 

past. He wished, however, to make the suggestion that somebody of eminence in the 

particular f ield concerned should lead the discussions. 
• ' • 

Dr. van den BERG, remarking that .yarious observations that he had intended to 

make had already been made by Dr. ïïickremesinghe, said that he much appreciated the 

Trorking party's report, and especially the fundamental remarks on the purpose of 

the discussions to which attention had been drawn. They would, he hoped, help to 

dispel the misconceptions that sometimes, arose about the technical discussions. He 

m o v e d the adoption of the resolution proposed by the working party;. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 

Dr ТЛВЛ, speaking as Rapporteur of the working' party' and. referring to 

Dr. Togba's remarks about the availability of medical literature, said that the 

working party had tried, in accordance with the principles expressed in the report, 

• .: . ' • . ... v • 

to choose subjects which were of particular interest'from the point of view of 

public health and which were not purely scientific Moreover, he was of the opinion 

‘ . . . -

that complexity of the typhoid group of fevers was a reason for its inclusion in the 
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list of topics for discussion. Those diseases were of great significance in most 

countries and in Iran typhoid fever headed the list of infectious fevers. • » 

He thanked Dr. Bernard for his valuable help - which was more than drafting help -

viith the French version of the report. 

Professor CANAPERIA drew attention to the fact that the' working party had based 

its considerations on Assembly resolution YÍHA5.78, which indicated the broad subjects 

for the technical discussions at the Sixth World Health Assembly. The task of the 

working party had been to interpret the wish of the Health Assembly and define its 

proposals in a more precise and limited т/ау. The working party had therefore chosen 

three infectiou's diseases of great importance to public health and on which the 

Organization viras required .to take, action. The technical discussions were not 

discussions on the scient.ific aspects of certain diseases but on. the practical 

measures which public-health, administrators might take to meet the problems.arising 

from those diseases. He agreed :with .Professor AXivisatos's remarks to a certain 

extent. .But he felt that a public-health administrator, in making a. synopsis of the 

possible means of combating paratyphoid B, would have to consider i t in the same 

manner as the other typhoid fevers even though i t had a different etiology. In the 

• . • . . . . ' • ‘ 

opinion of the working party it was important to define the different roles which 

preventive and curative measures should have in a national programme of public health. 

It was true that measures were not taken solely with a view to combating typhoid 

fever or intestinal infections, but i t must not be forgotten that it гтаэ mainly the 

fight against intestinal infections that had led to the improvement of sanitation 

in many countries. He hoped that, those considerations in mind, the Board would 

approve the three subjects chosen by the working party after l e n g t h considération. 



Professor ALIVISATOS said that :.the ïïorld Health Assembly could clearly only 

consider su oh subjects from the econojnic point of view and i t was too early for that. 

Furthermore, -vrfiile the report spoke of study of methods of applying modem health 

techniques" , all the methods used for the improvement of sanitation were old ones. 

The report also mentioned the aim of ”obtaining the best results as economically as 

• ‘ .、 . .. . •...，、. * 

posaibleu . but , in the case of typhoid feverf the expense involved was so great 

• ： [ , i • ' • . • 

that could Ъ<5 control without considerable funds, The f i r s t step 
• ¿ •. • ； ; . . - , 

was %o raise the economic l e / a l of the country. He recalled the impetus, given to 

antimalaria campaigns in Italy by measures of land reform viiioh had been intended 
、 •• -

• . • . . ‘ • 

primarily, to make land available to the people^ He considered that the technical 

discussions should be limited tó the other too d i s e ñ e s (tuberculosas and syphilie^ 

which could be more easily discussed from the economic point of v i e w . . 

• • •...；八...‘,：，•.. . ... 
. . . . . . . • ‘

 :

 • ’ • ‘ ‘ . . .. . • 
Dr , TOGBA, reiterated his opinion that the subjects proposed 'had been dealt with 

• - ‘ 

I n many books and by -everts in many couiitrlas, and were too ЪтозЛ to be discussed 

at one tiiaet I£ f however, the Board decided to rocomménd a l l three subjects, how 
• • ‘ • . 

was i t proposed to arrange the discussions so that аЦ , the delegates interested 
* L , ‘‘ -

.
 N '-' 

could take part in the discussion ori each subject? Secondly, he asked •why 

syphilis had been chosen and not the treponema diseases as a group. 

• '. ： 1 ' 
4 . 

Professor F E R R E I S pointed out that the words Mor State" had been omitted after 

the word "national" in the paragraph of. the report readingI "The subject suggested 

concerns the health administrators responsible on the national level for the applica-

tion of public-health programmes.11 . . . . v ' 

I t Y/as agreed that the words should be added# 



Professor PARISOT said that, while the working party had tried to take into 
'* ‘ . . . . . . . . . . . . • 

account the recommendations of the Health Assembly concerning the econoiaic reper-

cussions of health programmes, the financial possibilities and the distinction 
• - , . . . . . . • • ‘ ‘ • • ' • • • - • • • • • 

between preventive and curative medicine, a further point, nentioned in very general 

terms by the Health Assembly, should be drawn to the attention of the Secretariat for 

consideration when preparing the technical discussions. That point) the value of 

the voluntary participation of the population, was extrsnely important and could 

be considered from three an-les. F irst , the voluntary participation of the people 

as a result of preparatory health education which was designed to enable them to 

accept and understand more readily the protective measures they т:еге advised to take; 

secondly, financial participation or practical participation, such as for example 

in works of sanitation； thirdly, participation through the work of private voluntary 

organizations already in existence or viiich it might be desirable to establish for 

the continuation of any health programme. The last aspect raised the problem 

of the great need for the co-ordination of all health activities 一 whether under-

taken by the State, local health administrations or voluntary institutions - itíiich 

was essential to the satisfactoiy development of social and health measures. 

Dr. MACKENZIE, commenting on the remarks of Professor Alivisatos with reference 

to sanitation, said that in using the tern "modern health techniques" the working 

party had been aware that some of these techniques were old; they were, however, 

the only ones knowi. The workinj party had proposed typhoid fever for discussion 

because of the relative importance of the various techniques and because of the 

unique opportunity afforded by the Tiorld Health Assembly for an exchange of 

views between senior public-health officials оГ:a..large number of countries on the 

relative value of the different methods of controlling certain specific diseases. 



I t considered that that would be much more valuable than lectures or statements by 

individuals. An interesting example was the compulsory notification of syphilis, 

on which there т/еГе different views in different countries. So far as he knew no 

international comparison of methods of cont-rol- had been made in any textbook. 

The working party had felt that i t vras unnecessary to have a leader so long 

as there wis a good chairman .and help from the Secretariat, because the .subjects 

proposed Yieie an aveiyday^mattsr'- tô  senior medical officials attending tüe technical 

discussions. 

Finally, the working party had considered that to Include the treponema 

diseases, to which Dr.. Togba had referred, would enlarge the scope of the subject 

unduly, particularly since certain..of these- diseases concerned only a veiy few 

countries.. 

Professor ALIVISATOS stressed that, while he had nothing against discussions 

on typhoid and paratyphoid fevers, he considered that discuasion of those highly 

complex questions would be premature at the present stage. 
. • . . . . . . . • : . • 

• . , • .. • ‘ 

The CH',IHMiVN, summing up, said that there appeared to Ъе ¿erraral agreement that 

the worlcLng party should be concratulated on its report. It remained for the Board to 

consider how far the vjorking party1 s proposals f itied in with the directives of the 

Fifth IVorld Health Assembly. 

TiTith the ‘ agreement of Dr. Hayek he proposed to leave aside for the present 

that member's proposal concerning visits to sanitoria, which did not concern the 

technical discussions. There remained two proposals, one by Dr. van den Berg that 

the recommendations of the working party be accepted, and one by Professor 
’ . *- ‘ ‘ * . . . » 

Alivisatos that the typhoiá group of fevers should be oznraitted. He proposed 
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to put to the vote Professor Alivisatos 1s proposal, which constituted a modification 

of Dr. van den Berg's proposal. 

Professor ALIVISATOS said that he had not made a da; i ni te proposal but merely 

stated his opinion that the three subjects together т;еге too vfide for discussion 

at the next Tiorld Health Assembly. 

Decisions： (1 ) At the suggestion of the DIRECTOR-GENERAL it vías agreed 

that the word "incompatible" should be substituted for contradictory41 

in the second paragraph of the draft resoluticm, 

• ( 2) The report- of the working party was adapted т/ith the 

two amendments that had been accepted« 

In reply to a question by Dr. TOGBA, the GHiiIRMâN proposed that his question 

on the organization of the discussions'be considered under the next item of the 

agendai Duration of Assembly Sessions. 

3 . DUH .Т10Ы Oi? HEJJLTH ASSEMBLY SESSIONS* Item 5 of the agenda (document EBlO/20) 

The DIRBCT0R-GEN1EAL said that in the light of the wish of the Health Assembly 

that the length of its sessions should be reduced, there were two v/ays of meeting 

Dr# Hayek's proposal regarding visits to sanitary institutions. They might be 

organized on Sundays or after the end of -the Health Assembly for those delegates、 

\iio wished to participate in them. The Secretariat considered that the best way 

to make the arrangements would be through one of the travel agencies in Geneva, "which 

already performed travel services for Ш 0 . 

Dr# van den BERG reverted to the suggestion he had made at the second meeting 

of the present session that there should be a full Health Assembly one year and a 

restricted Health Assembly without technical discussions the nepct year. The 



• . ' r ‘ 

restricted Assembly might last for eight to nine days. 

Dr„ ITICKREMESINGHE wondered whether i t was wise to curtail the length of the 

Health Assemblies. The experience of many delegates at the last Health Assembly 

had been that the day's work was so long that they became tired , did not have enough 

time to stuĉ jr the documents and, above all., did not have an opportunity for the val-

uable informal discussions with members of the Secretariat and their colleagues. 

Many of the delegates had come a long distance at considerable expense and it would 

be unfortunate to deprive them of the fü.11 benefits of a World Health Assembly 

for reasons of expediency. In saying that, he was aware that governments were 

reluctant for the national public-health directors to go to the Health Assembly 

кйгеп it meant leaving their countries for a long period. 

Dr. TOGBA, stating that he vras interested in reducing the duration of Health 

Assembly sessions to the absolute minirauai, sug .ested that many unnecessary speeches 

were made. That might be avoided i f a fixed date were set for the termination of 

the session, provided, the documentation was received by the delegates well before the 

session as had been the case in the past. I f the Health Assembly гтеге shortened 

that vj-ould give more time for the informal talks tovhich Dr. 17ickremesinghe had 

referred and for visiting the public-health authorities in other. European countries. 

He strongly recommended that sessions should be..limited to two weeks' duration. 

Dr, van den 3ERG said that it was neôessary to make a clear distinction between 

the proposals for shortening the duration of the Health Assembly sessions and his 

ото proposals for holding full Health assemblies, including technical discussions, 



in alternate years only, v/ith shorter Health Assemblies, without technical discussions, 

in the intervening years. He did not believe that i t was wise to attempt to shorten 
.r 

fu l l Health Assembly sessions too much. He felt that many delegates were extremely 

tired by the end of the Fifth World .Health Assembly； attempts to hasten the woric 

of the main committees had often made it necessary for documents circulated in the 

• . ‘ 
course of a meeting to be discussed and adopted during the same meeting, which was 

not particularly desirable/ I t would be interesting if the Secretariat could 

estimate the approximate length of time required by delegates to study the docu-

mentation for the Health Assembly, bearing in mind that the working languages of the , 

Organization weré "not the native languages of most of the delegates. Until such 

time as a system of biennial Assemblies was introduced, he would press for the 

adoption of his own proposals regarding the duration of the sessions of Health 

Assemblies, 

" , • • • • . 嘈 

,.* • ‘ 

The СНА1ШШ proposed that the Board should now consider the working paper 

produced by the Secretariat (document EBlO/20 ) , bearing in. mind the instructions 

• » , . . • 

of the Health Assembly, in resolution 49» • 

The DIRECTOR-GENERilL said that at the Fifth World Health Assembly the period 

allotted for technical discussions had been two and a hair days the actual time 

used had been slightly less than two days and one evening； the Saturday afternoon 

which had been allocated had not been used for technical discussions except by a 

veiy small number of people. The. working party on the International Sanitaiy 

Regulations had held its meetings either before or after the meetings of the main 

committees or the plenary sessions, and s cane of the meetings of tiié Legal S u b - : 

Committee had also been held outside the formal working hours. I n reply to 



Dr.:' van den Berg., he said that i t would be possible to estimate the length of time 

required by delegates to study the documentation before the Health Assembly only 

•when the extent of that documentation was known. He could suggest certain vrsys 

in- M o h the work of the Assemb3y might be shortened» f i r s t , the election of 

countries entitled to designate members of the Executive Board might take place in 
. ' • - • • 

alternate years only, twelve countries being elected on each occasion； secondly, 

certain aspects of the Health Assembty programme might be；shortened as a result of 

study by management experts； thirdly, the Chairmen of the main committees and the 

President of the Assembly might attempt to limit the length of speeches by drawing 

attention to the necessity for expedition in the work of the Assembly, He was not 

certain that the third suggestion was particularly advisable since the statements 

of opinion and information given in many speeches were often of great interest to 

other de l^atQs . As for technical discussions, he believed that the general 

feeling was that the period allotted should be longer - a minimum of three days. 

D r- 70GBk said that , in view of the remarks made by the Director-General, he 

would like to propose that the duration of the Health Assembly should be two weeks 

and that the technical discussions Ъе held for one hour each day between 9 and 

10 a.m He did not see any other means of giving sufficient time to technical 

discussions and at the sama time shortening the Health Ass^ably. 

Dr TABA agreed with Dr. Jlfickremesinghe that it was not desirable to shorten 

the Health Assembly too much, but he considered that the丨 period of two weeks 

proposed by：Dr. Togba should be sufficient. He thought that within this period 
> - ' 1 • 

： ‘ ‘ • . . • 

i t should be possible to allow two days for technical discusaions and that any 

further technical discussions should be held outside formal working hours. He 



believed that thé work of the Assembly would be shortened i f the afternoon sessions 

continued to a later hour; he regretted that, hitherto, the number of social 

engagements arranged for the evenings had occupied so much time; he was sure that 

the length of the working day during the Health Assembly was not comparable with 

that worked by most delegates in their normal occupations. He thought that the-

work of the Assembly could be considerably expedited i f the practice of having al l 

the reports reed by the Rapporteurs wrs discontinued. 

‘ '• ： * -

The CHAIRMAN said th^t i t might be useful to know the _ Ъ е г of delegëtêô 

who had registered for the technical discussions, with a view to discovering 

vriiether i t would be possible to hold the technical discussions after the end of the 

Health Assembly. He reminded the Board tir t the present practice in technical 

discussions ш в vastly different from the original concept* It was natural that 

in a technical organization such as the Ш 0 delegates should wish to discuss 

technical matters, but delegates also had responsibilities in their own countries 

from which they could not afford to remain absent too long. The Board must try, 

with the co-operation of the Director-General, to work out some methods whereby 

the Health Assembly sessions could be shortened 

The DIREGTOR_GENBRAL ôaid tfcit, out of appi-oïlinately 300 delegates registered 

at the Fifth World Health Assembly, 134 had registered for the technical dis-

cussions. The General Committee had discussed, during the Fifth World Health 

Assembly, the question of the reading of reporta by the Rapporteurs and had con-

cluded that this practice was desirable wherever the items concerned were of 

particular importance or some delicacy. From the point of view of the Secretariat, 



the proposal to hold technical discussions between 9 and 10 a.m. would be 

impracticable, since this time was fully occupied with preparations for the formal 

meetings of the day. SEimilarly, the proposal to lengthen the duration of 

afternoon sessions would be disadvantageous, since i t would then become impossible 

for tdie various procedure3 in connexion nvith the production of documentaticaa to 

be ccanpieted the same night; even i f there were considerable augmentation ot staff 

during the Health Assembly, certain phases of the production of documents, such as 

editing and translation, could not be speeded up appreciably. It was unquest-

ionable that the sessions of the Health Assembly would be shortened i f there vrere 

reductions in the length of speeches and i f delegates avoided unnecessary repetition 

of their points of view, but these matters lay Ip.rgely within the competence of the 

Chairmen of the -main committees rnd of the President of the Assembly. He wished to 

make i t cle^r that the Secretariat was fully in f?vour of reducing the duration of 

Health Assemblies, but i t must be remembered that the ordin?ry work of the 

Organization h?d to continue while the Health Assembly was in progress, and that 

consequently serious difficulties would face the Secretariat i f i t were decided 

to lengthen the working day of the Health Assembly. He reminded "Ыге Board that, 

in addition, the time of the higher officials of the Secretariat was considerably 

occupied during Health Assemblies 时 discussions with individual delegates and 

with delegations j this might be avoided i f those delegatáosdesiring such 

informal discussions were prepared to remain for a few days after' the end of the 

Health Assembly. 

Dr. TOGBA. said that the essential work of the Health Assembly was the review 



of the work of the Organization in the past and the determination of policy for the 

future; technical discussions were a purely subsidiary matter. Since less than 

half the delegates h^d attended the technic?1 discussions during the Fifth World 

Health Assembly, he proposed that the technic^1 discussions at future Assemblies 

should be held after the end of the main session; the Secretariat would then pe 

able to prepare the documentation for the Executive Board while the technical 

discussions were in progress. 

Dr. van den Ш Ю said that any consideration of the woaMng t i m speni by 

delegates must take into account the time required for the study of documents and 

for the discussion of documentation within the delegations; he hoped that the 

Director-General would be able to provide an estimate of the type he had requested • 

at the next session of the Executive Board. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the working days during the Fifth World Health Assembly 

had been spaced as follows г during the first week, five and a half days; during 

the second week, six days; during the third week, three and a half days; in 

addition^ one evening had been devoted to technical discussions. I t would seem 

that, i f technical discussions were postponed to the end of the session of the 

Health Assembly and there was no necessity for the continuance of the working party 

on the International Sanitary Regulations, i t would be possible to reduce con-

siderably the duration of the Health Assembly sessions. 

Professor FERREIRA supported the viewpoint expressed by Dr. Wickremesinghe； 

the maintenance of WHO as a living organism capable of continued growth required 



that the sessions of the Health Assembly be of adequate duration; an essential 

part of those sessions for a technical organization was the opportunity provided 

in the technical discussions for the exchange of technical information. It was 

obvious that any improvement in the methods of work of the Health Assembly could 

only be advantageous, but attempts to reduce the duration of the sessions were 

liable to result in the work of the Health Assembly being impaired. 

Dr. HA.ÏEK said -ttiat it was becoming incre? singly obvious that the best way to 

shorten Health Assembly sessions was to elect competent Chairmen for the main 

committees. 

Dr. TABA proposed formally that the-Director-General should continue to study 

the matter and report back to the next session of the Executive Board. 

Professor PARISOT said that i t seemed probable that the work of the Health 

Assembly could be completed in fourteen days i f technical discussions were held 

subsequently and i f there was no need for meetings of the working party on the 

International Sanitary Regulations. The technical discussions and excursions to 

medical institutions could jointly occupy the interval between the end of the 

Health Assembly session and the beginning of the session of the Executive Board, 

which would permit the Secretariat to prepare the necessary documentation for the 

Board. 

Dr, WICKRÉMESINGHE said that a decision to limit the technical discussions 

to a period of three days, either immediately before or immediately after the 

session of the Health Assembly, seemed extremely sensible; he did not see, however, 



that i t was possible to determine the duration of the Sixth Health Assembly m t i l 

the agenda 膽s available. He therefore proposed that the Board decide in 

principle on a duration of fourteen days for the next Health Assembly, subject to 

reconsideration at the eleventh session of the Board, when the agenda for the Sixth 

World Health Assembly would be available,. 

The DIRECTOR—GENERAL drew the attention of the Board to resolution WH45>77> 

paragraph 2 (3)« In view of these instructions regarding the timing of technical 

discussions at the Sixth World Health Assembly, the Boàrd, could recommend that the 

technical discussions take place after the session of the Health Assembly only with 

respect to future Health Assemblies after the Sixth World Health Assembly, 

Dr. TOGBA said that in view of this information he wished to propose that, for 

" 

future Health Assemblies after the Sixth World Health Assembly, the duration of the 

session be limited to fourteen days and that a period of tbroe days for technical 

discussions should be allocated, immediately after the end of the session. 

Dr. TA.BA proposed that, for the Sixth World Health Assembly, technical 

discussions should be held during the evenings of the f irst week of the session^ 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said, that, administratively, Dr. Taba»s proposal was 

quite satisfactory. 

Dr. van den BERG supported the proposal of Dr. Taba, and moved that the 

Director-General be asked to study the proposal of Professor Parisot regarding 

technical discussions at future Health Assemblies. 



. I n reply to a question put by Dr. BRÁVO, the DIRECTOR—GENERAL said that the 

* • . • • • • 

additipnal expenses хцсиггес! through holding technical discussions in th© evenings 

. •• • - ' , • •： 

would be very slight. He suggested that any recoinmendation made t¡y the Executive 

• ‘ . . ： ' •' • . . - • • 
Board on this matter might Include a reference to the desirability of k e y i n g the 
'；'••.. 

evenings of the f irst week of the session free of social activities . 

Dr. tnCKREMSINGHE submitted a draft resolution on the subject, ^ i c h he 

read out. 

The CHiiIRMâN proposed that further discussion should be postponed unti l the 

following meeting. 

The meeting roge at 12 . 25 p.m. 
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1 . AŒKDA: ADDITIONAL ITEM 

The CHAIRMA.N drew attention to the fact that item 10 of the Board's agenda.-

Review of appointments to expert adtlsory panels and committees - should be added to 

the agenda for the present meeting. 

2 . NA.TURE OF QUESTIONS TO BE REPEREED TO THE EXECUTIVE BOARD: Item 6 of the Agenda 

(Document ЕВЮ/26 ) • 

The CHAIRMAN recalled, that there had been some discussion on the nature of 

questions to be referred to the Executive Board at an earlier meeting and Dr。 Mackenzie 

had been asked t j prepare, in collaboration with the Rapporteur, a draft resolution 

containing his proposal on the subject. That resolution was contained in document 

ЕВЮ/26 . He had a feeling, hoaever, that the request of the Eoard to the Health Assembl 

to bear in mind the technical character of the Board1 s membership when referring 

questions to i t , was unnecessary because Article 28 of the Constitution provided that. 

one of the functions of 'the Board was «to act as the executive organ of the Health 

Assembly". In that capacity i t must discharge any functions that were allotted .to i t . 

Moreover, he felt that the conception of the Board as a purely technical organ arose 

from the fact that it was laid down in Article 24 of the Constitution that the members 
• • • “ • ‘ • • . . • . . . 

of the Board should be "technically qualified in the field of health". If it ттеге to 

be assumed that under that definition orlly teshnical questions could be referred to 

the Board, the same must be assumed in the case of the World Health Assembly, the 
* “ ‘ • ； . - • . . + • , 

• ‘ i、 , 

delegates to which -mere also) according to Article 11 of the Constitution, to be 

"chosen from among persons most .qualified by their teohnlcal competence in the field 



of health " . 

Dr . MACKENZIE, in view of the considerations mentioned by the Chairman, requested 

permission to withdraw the draft.resolution (EBlO/26) . 

I t was so agreed• 

• 4 • » 

3 . TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS - REPORT OF WORKING PARTY: Item 4 of the Agenda 

(Docvnaent A 5 / R / 7 7 , A 5 A / 7 8 and EBlO/29) 

. • • . ‘ • * 

The CHAIRMAN called on Dr . Taba, Rapporteur of the working party, to present i t s ,• 

report. . . 、 

Dr . TABA said that the working party had held three meetings and had considered 

the question referred to i t from various angles, bearing in mind ttie experience of the 

.. •• 

last two World Health Assemblies and the directi'ves given by the Fifth World Health 
• * • 

Assembly in resolution A5 /R / 77 and resolution A5 /R / 78 . It had also borne i n mind 

•• • ' . ‘ , . • 

the question of the duration of World Health Assembly sessions. As the report 

• . . . . . . • • * 

(EBlO/29) was somewhat comprehensive he considered it advisable to read it to the 

. . ‘ ， . . — — . . 

Board. 
. 、 - • •. • 

； P r o f e s s o r ALIVISÍITOS, while congratulating the working party on i ts report, 

sug@3sted -that. <the third topic proposed - the typhoid group of fevers - did. not f u l f i l 

the purpoee of the .technical discussions indicated by the working party to the same 

extent as： did .the: Qther two topics proposed, namely tuberculosis and syphilis . Da 

the f irst plaçç;, the. typhoid group, as he understood i t , would include the paratyphoids, 

consisting mainly of zoonoses with a different epidemiology which i t would be diff icult 



to f it into the field of action of physicians and public-health workers. Secondly, 

there were no new techniques for the prevention, of typhoid fever. Although the new 

curative techniques with the use of antibiotics represented a great progress, it "was 

not yet кпотш inhat should, be the length of the treatment in order to secure complete 

elimination of the pathogenic agents. The other preventive methods, including 

vaccination, were partial and it was. difficult to estimate their eèoncmi-г , effect. 

Progress in public sanitation benefited progress in other respects. For instance, 

an installation for the pasteurization of milk was not in present days established, nor 

progress realized in the purification of drinking water, only with a view to combating 

a few cases of typhoid fever, but because the needs for other reasons had very greatly 

increased. The same observations could be made in the case of a sewerage system 

installed by a city which did not know what, to do with the used water. In the past, 

the fight 马gainst malaria had benefited agriculture and led to a better yield from 

cultivated land. He feared that i f the discussions on tuberculosis and syphilis had 

to be conducted with such considerations in mind they would be singularly complicated. 

Moreover, in the case of typhoid fever an effective preventive programme could be 

carried out only at great expense which would be too heavy for small towns and 

villages. For those reasons, he considered that it might be advisable to postpone 

discussion of the group of iyphoid fevers. 

Dr . HAYEK, while congratulating the working party on its report, said that 

several of the delegates at the Fifth World Health Assembly, as well as members of the 

Executive Board, had expressed the desire that the duration of the technical discussions 

should be reduced to one day 's group discussion, and should not include addresses by 



persons from outside the Organization, or statements on the public-health situation of 

the countries of each of the delegates. That view had been expressed particularly 

during the last Health Assembly, in view of the wish of certain delegates to have one 

irtiole day for visits to health institutions, sanatoria, e t c . , in the nei^ibourhood of 

Geneva. Such excursions -were of value, not only for the knowledge gained by the 

delegates taking part, but also because they afforded occasion for friendly intercourse 

between the delegates. îhe Secretariat should, therefore, be asked to make the 

necessary arrangements with the authorities concerned in the country where the World 

Health Assembly was taking place, and -when i t was held at headquarters,. with the Swiss 

authorities, so that delegates coming to Geneva for the f irst time covld visit avch 
• • ‘ .. • • • 

institutions. Delegates would, of course, contribute to the expenses. He suggested 

an addition to the second paragraph of section 2 of the resolution Tiáiich would then 

. .•‘ ，厂...，- •••' * 
reads : 

.• • • • • 

"Believing that the experience gained from the technical discussions at 

previous World Health Assemblies should now be reviewed, and 

• . . . " • » . ' • 

‘Considering the interest expressed by many delegates in technical inquiries 

and excursions, 

3 . DECIDES to examine this matter « " 

D r . TOCBA said that during the last Health Assembly тагу delegates had felt that 

they had not learnt from the technical discussions arything ttiat they, could not easily 

have obtained from the literature on the subject, Tuberculosis, syphilis and the 

typhoid group of fevers viere very broad subjects and one could take a course in each 

and yet not have gained sufficient knowledge to meet the needs of the people. He 

had no recommendation to make, but whereas many delegates at the Foiirth World Health 
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Assembly had found the technical discussions very practical and on tiîe level of all 

countries, whether highly developed or not, he felt that to discuss the topics now 

suggested would be a waste oftime. He was not criticizing the working party, whioh 

had done an excellent Job and was not responsible for the situation. 

• • ' .
 :

 ' • - . . . , . . ' .
 -

 « - : . : . . . - . . . 、 • . • . : : : ; ， . . • . . . ： - : ' . . : . ； ' . . . . . . . . _ _ . • • . 

Dr. WICKREMESINGHE failed to understand the objections that had been raised by 

Professor Alivisatos to the topic, of the typhoid group of fevers and by. Dr.： Togba to 

all the subjects proposed,- They were all .of considerable interest to most of the 

countries of the world and the typhoid group was of particular..interest to under-

developed countries. 

He had been particularly interested in the principle enunciated on page 2 of the 

report that ntbe discussions should consist- less of an exchange b£ isriews by experts1 on the 

technical methods themselves than of a synthetic evaluation and comparison of the 

different methods ndiich could be employed from the angle of the practical results to 

be obtained in the fields contemplated". Many members of the Board had very divergent 

views on what the technical discussions should mean to those taking part, and it vras an 

advantage in itself that the report clearly indicated nihat the scope of the discussione 

and the reports issuing therefrom, should be. 

Referring to the typhoid group of fevers, he said there were many problems which 

should foi'm the basis of almost all public-health woric in uridei^-developed oountries. 

There was, for instance, the problem of environmental sanitation. The Rockefeller 

‘ t 

Institute for Medical Research had perhaps found the best method by demonstrations 

in different countries on a. specific problem to dicTT hovr sanitation was linked up with 

the promotion of public health. Most countries had reached a stage Л е г е they could 

deal with other subjects than the crude disposal of human wasteг and the typhoid group 



of fevers perhaps represented a better ауедие for the education of governments and 
. . . "" 

... ；'•：‘.. 

people than any other groxjp; . Moreover, so much new work had been done on therapeutic 

lines about typhoid fever that it, would be ^ X l t o determine the practical volve of 

such therapeutic agents. There was a tendency since Chloromycetin had been discovered 
• . •• 

‘ . . • 

to consider that preventive measures were unnecessary. But the dangers of 

chloron^rcetin treatment alone might be the subject for technical discussions. Another 

subject .might be the very serious problem of the germ carrier-

The technical discussions were not intended for the purpose of discussing 

scientific details but broad outlineo, and the very wealth of literature was a reason 
、 . ...-« , • ‘ 

« • • • • •. ： ' .. • 
for clarification of the different views' езфrested in order that the programmes that 

countries should mdertake might be presented in the most practical, form. . 
< * 

I t was har41jr； necessary for the Board to consider the details of the manner in 

which the discussions should take place since the Dir-ect or-General would ,vd.thout 

аоф-Ь. o r a n g e for their organisation so that they would be more fruitful than： i n the 

past. ... He. wished,, hoiivever, to make the suggestion that somebody of eminence in the 

particular field concerned should lead ths discussions. 

Dr . van den BERG, remarking that various observations that he had Intended to 

make had already been made by Dr . Wickremesirjgho, said that he much appreciated the 

working party's report and especially the fmídamental remarks on page 2 to which 

attention h2.d been drawn. They wovild, he hoped3 help to dispel the misconceptions 
• • , « • 

• ' * . . : . . : ‘ . 、 . ' . . . . ，
: 

that sometimes arose about the technical discussions^ He moved the adoption of the 

resolution proposed by the working p a r t y 。 … : * ； . 



Dr. TABá, speaking as Rapporteur of the working party and referring to 

Dr. Togba's remarks about the availability of medical literature, said that the . 

working party had tried - in accordance with the principles on page 2 of the report -

to choose siA>Jects which were of particular ihterest from the point of view of public 

health and which were not purely scientific. Moreover, he was of the opinion that 

complexity of the typhoid group of fevers was a reason for its inclusion in the l ist 

of topics for discxissim. ïhose diseases were of great significance in most countries 

and in Iran typhoid, fever headed the l ist of infectious fevers. 

He thanked Dr . Bernard for his valuable help - which was more than drafting help -

with the French version of the leport. 

Professor CANA.PERIA drew attention to the fact that the working party had based 

its considerations on Assembly resolution A5/R/76 which indicated the broad s\abjects 

for the technical discussions at the Sixth World Health Assembly. The task of tíie 

working party had been to interpret the wish of the Ifealth Assembly and define its 

proposals in a more precise and limited way. The working party had therefore chosen 

three infectious diseases of great importance to public health and on which the 

Organization was required to take action. The technical discussions were not 

discussions on the scientific aspects of certain diseases but on the practical measures 

•which public-health administrators might take to meet the probleiïis imposed by those 

diseases. He agreed with Professor Alivisatos' remarks to a certain extent. But he 

felt that a public-health administrator, in making a synopsis of the possible means 

of combating paratyphoid B, would have to consider i t in the same manner as the other 

typhoid fevers even though 'it; had a different etiology. In the opinion of the 



working party i t ms important to define the different rSles which preventive and 

. curat ive measures should have i n a national programme of public health. It was true 

that measures were not taken solely with a view to combating typhoid fever or intestiml 

infections but i t must not be forgotten that i t was mainly the fight against intestinal 

、 • 
infections that had led to the improvement of sanitation in many countries. He hoped 

that, with those considerations in mind, the Board would approve the three s h e e t s 

chosen by the working party after lengthy consideration. 
• « - • . • 

Professor ALIVISATOS said that the WorXd Health Assembly could clearly only consider 

suoh subjects from the economic point of view and i t ms too early for that. Further-

‘ ‘ 

more，while the report spoke of»a study of method of applying modern health techniques" 

a l l the methods used for the improvement of sanitation were old ones. The « p o r t also 

mentioned the aim of "obtaining the results as economically as possible" but, in the 

case of typhoid fever, the expense involved was so great that there could be no adequate 

control Without considerable funds. The f irst step was to raise the economic level of 

the country. He recalled the impetus given to antimalária campaigns in Italy by 

measures of land refom which had been intended primarily to make land available to the 

people. He considered that the technical discussions should be limited to the other 

two diseases (tuberculosis and syphilis) which could be more easily discussed from the 

'* * . - .. i . 

economic point of view. 
' ; . • - . i} 

Dr . TOGBA reiterated his opinion that the sabjects. proposed had been dealt with in 

many books and by experts in many countries, and wer^ too. broad to be discussed at one 

tiras:. • I f , however, the. Board decide唤:to i^coipierd a U . t h r ^ e subjects, how was i t 

proposed to arrange the discussions so lihat all the delegates inte zested could take part 



in the. discussion' on each subject? Secondly, he asked yá\y syphilis had been chosen 

and not thé treponema diseases as a group. 
» . . . . ‘‘ 

Professor ÎERREIRA. .pointed out that this words "or State" had been omitted after 

the word "national" in the second, l ine , page 2 of the working party's report. 

It was agreed that, the words shoiild be added. 

Professor PARISOT said that, while the working party had tried to take into 

. • » ' - . • . ‘ 

account the re commend at ions of the Health Assembly concerning the economic reper-

cussions óf health programmes, the financial possibilities and the distinction between 

preventive and curative medicine, a further point, mentioned in very general terns by 

the Health Assembly, should be drawn to the attention of the Secretariat for 
. * . • • 

• 、 . . . • • • ’ • - * 

consideration when preparing the technical discussions. That point 一 the value of tte 
• •‘ • • •• 

voluntary participation of the population - was extremely important and could be 

considered from tihree angles. First, the voluntary participation of the people as a 

. • . . . . . . . . . : . . " • * “ • • ‘ ‘ 

result of preparatory health education which was designed to enable them to accept and 

. . . ： . . ‘ . . ， . - . / . . . . . ’ ‘ 

understand more readily the protective measures they were advised to take; secondly, 

financial participation or practical participation • such as for example in works of 

sanitation； thirdly, participation through the vork of private voluntary organizations 

already in existence or which it might be desirable to establish for the continuation 

of arçr health programme. The last anpect raised the problem of the great need for the 

co-ordination of all health activities - whether undertaken by the State, local health 

administration or voluntary institutions - which was essential to the satisfactoiy 

development of social and health meas-jires. 



Dr. MCKENZIE, referring to a remark t¡y Professor Alivisatos, pointed out that the 

working party had spoken of "modern methods". Those methods mi^it be old but they 

were the only ones known at the present time. The working party had proposed typhoid 

:f¿vel- for discussion because of the relative importance of the various techniques and 

because of the unique opportunity afforded by the World Health Assembly for a real 
. . * 

exchan萨 of experiences on the control of diseases between the senior public health 

officials of a large number of countries. It considered that that wopld be more 

valuable than lectures or statements by individuals- An interesting example was the 
• • • 

•• "i 

registration of syphilis on which there were different views in different countries. 

So far as he knew no international ccanparison of methods had beerx made in any textbook. 

The working, party had felt that it was unnecessaiy to have a leader so long as 

there was a good çhairman and heXp frcaa the Secretariat because the s ^ j e o t s proposed 

were an everyday matter to senior-medical officials attending the technical discussions. 
. : . . — — • . . . . . . 

Finally the working party had considered that to include the treponema diseases 
. . • . . . ' - " 

to which Dr . Togba had referred would enlarge the scojpe of the subject unduly, 

particularly since certain of those diseases concerned only a very few countries. 

• ' . ‘‘' ' 

Professor ALIVJSATOS stressed that while he had nothing against discussions on 

typhoid and paratyphoid fevers he considered that discussion of those hi^ily complex 

questions would be premature at the present stage. 

The CHAIRMA.N, summing up^ said that there appeared to be general agreement that 

the working party should be.congratulated on its report. It remained for the Board 

to consider how far the working party's prpposals fitted in with the directives of the 

Fifth World Health Assembly. 
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Professor PARISOT said that the working party had tried to take into account 

the recommendations made in the Assembly resolutions concerning the economic 

repercussions of health progrananes, the financial possibilities and also the 

distinction between preventive and curative medicine but there was a point which 

might be draum to the attention of the Secrétariat for consideration in organising 

the technical discussions. It would be recalled that the Assembly resolution had 

mentioned in a broad way the voluntary participation of the population. That was 

a very important point which could take different forms} f irst , participation 

through a premonitary sanitary education to facilitate the understanding of the . . 

population of the reasons for the protective measures they were advised to take； 

secondly, financial participation, for instance in sanitary works and thirdly, 

participation through the work of voluntary organizations. The last raised the 

very important question of the co-ordination of the efforts of public health 

•administrations.of the state and of private organizations. 

* ' • * 

Dr. MACKENZIE, commenting on the remarks of Professor Alivisatos with 
» 

reference to sanitation, said that in using the term "modern health techniques" 

the working party had been aware that some of these techniques were .old； they 
• -г ： . . . • « • 

were, howeverл the only ones known. The working party had felt that typhoid. . 

fever should be discussed because of the relative.importance of the variqus . 

techniques and cause of the unique opportunity afforded by the World Health Assembly 

. ' . . . • . . • 

Of having, a real exchange of experiences in the control of diseases between the senior 

: , . . ： . . . . • 

public health officials of a large number of countries which it considered would be 

more valuable than, lectures or statements by individuals. An interesting example yvas tte 



organized on Sundays or after the end of the Health Assembly for those delegates vriio 

wished to participate i n them. The Secretariat considered that the best way to make 

the arrangsments would be through one of the travel agencies in Geneva, which already 

performed travel services for WHO. 

Cr . van den BERG reverted to the suggestion ла had made at the second meeting of 

the present session that there should be a ful l Health Assembly one year and a 

restricted Health Assembly without technical discussions the next year. The restricted 

Assembly might last for eight to nina days. 

Dr . WICKREMESINGHE wondered Wiether i t m s wise to curtail the length of the Health 

Assemblies. The experience of many delegates at the last Health Assembly had been 

that thë day i s work was so long that they became tired , did not have enough time to 

study the documents and, above a l l , did not have an ..opportunity for the valuable 

informal discissions with members of the Secretariat and their colleagues. Мащг of 

the delegates had come a long distance at considerable expense and it-.weald-be 

unfortuiia-fes to deprive them of the ful l benefits of a World Health Assembly for reasons 

‘ ‘ • • • ‘ . ‘ ‘ ‘ • . • ；- • • 

of expediency. ： In saying that, he was aware that governments were reluctant for the 

• • . ...+ •. • 

national public-health directors to go to the Health Assembly when it meant leaving 
. * •• -..••....‘. • ... - . 一 

their 
country for a long period • 

* - • . . . - : -
« .. 

Dr . TOGBA, stating that he was interested in reducing the duration of Health 

. • ” • • .•, . . . . 

.Assembly sessions to the absolute minimrm, suggested that тагу unriecëssâiy speeches 

were made. That might be avoidad i f a fiked date were set for the termination of the 
session, provided the doctanentation Was received by the delegates well before the 



session as had been the ease in the past. If the Health Assembly were shortened that 

would give more time for the informal talks to which Dr. Wickreme s inghe had referred 

and for visiting the public-health authorities in other European countries. He strongly 

recommended that sessions should be limited to two weeks' duration. 

Dr. van den BERG said that it m s necessaiy to make a clear distinction between 

the proposals for shortening tiie duration of the Health Assembly sessions and his own 

proposals for holding full Health Assemblies, including technical discussions, in 

alternate years only， with shorter Health Assemblies, without technical discussions, in 

the intervening years. He did not believe that it was wise to attempt to shorten full 

Health Assembly sessions too much. He felt that тагу delegates were extremely tired 

by the end of the Fifth World Health Assembly; attempts to hasten the work of the main 

cenm.it te es had often made it necessary for documents circulated in the course of a 

meeting to be discussed and adopted during the same meeting, which was not particularly 

desirable, It would be interesting i f the Secretariat could estimate the approximate 

length of time required by delegates to study the documentation for the Health Assembly, 

bearing in mind that the working languages of the Organization теге not the native 

languages of most of the delegates. Until such time as a ¡system of biennial Assemblies 

was introduced, he would press for the adoption of his own proposals regarding the 

duration of the sessions of Health Assemblies。 

The CHâlRMAN proposed that the Board should now consider the working paper produced 

by the Secretariat (document ЕВЮ/20 ) , bearing in mind the instructions of the Health 

Assembly in resolution A5/ñ,/49. 
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Dr. TOGRA said that, in view of the remarks made by the Director-General, heirould 

like to propose that the duration of the Health Assembly should be for two weeks and that 

the technical discussions be held for one hour each day between 9 - Ю a.m. "uicf 

not see ащ- other means of giving sufficient time to technical discussions and at the 

samo tine shortening the duration of the Health Assembly. 

Dr. TABA agreed with Dr。Wiekremesinghe that" i t was not desirable to shorten the 

duration of the Health Assembly too much, but he considered that the period of two 

weeks proposed by Dr . Togba should be sufficient. He thought that within this period 

it should be possible to allow two ds^rs for technical discussions and that any further 

f 

technical discussions should be held outside formal working hoürs. He believed that 

the work of the Assembly would be shortened i f the afternoon sessions continued to a 

later hour； he regretted that, hitherto, the xramber of social engagements arranged for 

the evenings had occupied so much time； he was sure that the length of the working day 

during the Health Assembly was not comparable with that worked by most delegates in 

their normal occupations. He thought that tiierork of the Assembly could be considerably 

expedited i f the practice of having a l l the reports read by the Rapporteurs was 

discontinued. 

The CHAIRMâN said that it might be useful to knew the number of delegates who had 

i • 

'ire giste red for the technical discussions with a view to discovering whether it vrould be 

possible to hold the technical discussions after the end of the Health Assembly. He 

reminded the Board that the present practice in technical disctissions was vastly-

different from the original concept. It was natural that in a technical organization 

such as the YfflO delegates should wish to discuss technical matters, but delegates also 



had responsibilities in their ото countries from which they could not afford to remain 

absent too long. The Board must try, with the co-operation of the Director-General, 

to work out some methods -vdiereby the Health Assembly sessions could be shortened. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that, out of approximately 300 delegates registered 

at the Fifth World Health Assembly, 134 had registered for the technical discussions, 

ïîie General Committee had discussed, during the Fifth World Health Assembly, the 

question of the reading of reports by the Rapportetars and had concluded that this 

practice was desirable wherever the items-concerned ware.of particular importance or 

some delicacy. Prom the point of view of the Secretariat, the proposal to hold 

technical discussions between 9 - 1 0 am. would be impracticable since this time was 

fully occupied with preparations for the formal meetings of the day. Similarly, the 

proposal to lengthen the duration of afternoon sessions would be disadvantageous, 

since it would then become impossible for the various procedures in connexion with the 

production of documentation to be completed the same night} even if there were 

considerable augmentation of staff during the Health Assembly, certain phases of the 

production of documents, such as editing and translation, could not be speeded 

appreciably. It was unquestionable that the œssions of the Health Assembly would 

be shortened if there were reductions in the length of speeches and i f delegates 

avoided unnecessary repetition of their points of view, but these matters lay largely 

within the competence of the Chairman of the main committees and of the President of 

the Assembly. He wished to make it clear that the Secretariat was fully i n favoxir 

of reducing the duration of Health Assemblies but it must be remembered that the 

ordinaiy work of the Organization had to continue váiile the Health Assembly was in 

progress, and that consequently serious difficulties would face the Secretariat i f it 



were decided to lengthen the working day df the Health Assembly. He reminded the 

Board that, in addition, th^ .time of the. higher officials of the Secretariat was 

considerably occiqpied during Health -Assemblies by discussions with individual 

delegates and-with delegations} this might be avoided i f those delegations desiring 

s u c h infonnal discussions were prepared to remain for a few days after the end of the 

Health Assembly. 
. . . . . . • •.... “ . . . : - . '

 :

 ••
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'•‘ . ' • ' •'
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. D r . . TOCBA. said that the essential work： of the Health Assembly was the review of 

the work of the Organization I n the past and the detemination of policy for the 

futwrej, technical discussions were a purely subsidiary matter. Since less than ' • 

half the delegates had attended the：, techflieal discussions during the Fifth World Health 

Assembly, he proposed that the technical discxissions at future Assemblies diould be --

held, after the end, of.the main session; the Secretariat would then te able to prepare 

the documentation for the Executive Board while the technical discussions were in 

progress. 
. . . . . . 、 . . . . — — - . . . 、 . . , : . . . / . • ‘ . 、 : • • • . . • . 

Dr. van den BERG said tiiat any consideration of the working time spent by 

delegates must take into account the time required for the study of documents and 

for the discussion of documentation within the delegations； he hoped that the 

Director-General would be able to provide an estimate of the type he had requested at 

the next Session of the Executive Board. 

The CHAIRMN said that the working days during the Fifth World Health Assembly 

had been spaced as follows î- during the f irst week, five and a half days; during 
• • . . . - • , ‘ 

the second week； six days; during the third week, three and a half days; in addition, 



one evening had been devoted to technical discussions. It would seem that i f technical 

discussions were postponed to the end of ths session of the Health Assembly and there 

• _ » 

ware no necessity far the continuance of the working party on the International Sanitazy 

Regulations, i t would be possible to reduce considerably the duration of the Health 

• : ， ’ . • • . • • . . 

• — . . . .. , • 
Assembly sessions. 

‘ *' . ； 

Professor EERHEIRA. supported the viewpoint e ^ r e s s e d by Dr . Wiekreaesingle j the 

maintenance of ШН0 as a living organism capable of continued growth required that idle 

sessions of the Health Assembly be of adequate duration} an essential part of those 
' ' , - . . . . . 

sessions for a technical organization was the opportunity provided in the technical 

. . . 4 , ‘ ； • 

discussions for the exchange of technical information. It vsls obvious that any 

improvement in the methods of work of the Health Assembly could only be advantageous 

. • • . • • • -, . 

but attempts to reduce the duration of the sessions were liable to result in the work 
•. ： '. • • , .. . “ 

of the Health Assembly being impaired. 

Dr . HAXEK said that i t was becoming increasingly obvious that the best way to 

shorten Health Assembly sessions was to aLect competent Chairmen for the main 
； • • ' . . . . 

‘ ‘ ‘ / ‘ • • 

committees• 

Dr . TàBA, proposed formally that the Director-General should contintie to study 

the matter and report back to the nèxt session of the Executive Board* 

• . • • . . . 
.• • . . . . . 

Professor PARISOT said that it seemed probably that the work of the Healtiti 

Assembly could fee in fourteen days i f technical discussions were held 

subsequently； and i f there was no need for meetings of the woi-king party on the 

aûtèrfiationàl S a ^ t a î y Regulations. The technical di^èûssiohs and ©xcvirsions to • • 



in a position to make a recommendation "with regard to the holding of technical 

discussions after the session of the Health Assembly with respeet to future Health 

Assemblies after the Sixth World Health Assembly. 

Dr» TOGBA said that in view of this information he wished to propose that, for 

future Health Assemblies after the Sixth World Health Assembly, the duration of the 

session be limited to fourteen days and that a period of three days for technical 

discussions should be allocated, immediately after the end of the session. 

Dr . ТЛВА proposed that, for the Sixth World Health Assembly, technical 

discussions should be held during the evenings of the first week of the session» 

The DIRECTOR-GENERA.L said that, administratively, the proposal of Üie previous 

speaker was quite satisfactory• 

Dr, van den BERG supported the proposal of Dr . Taba and proposed that the 

Director-General be asked to study the proposal of Professor Parisot regarding 

technical discussions at future Health Assemblies• 

In reply to Dr . Bravo, the DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the additional expenses 

incurred through holding technical discussions in the evenings would be very slight. 

He suggested that any recommendation made by the Executive Board on this matter might 

include a reference to the desirability of keeping the evenings of the first week 

of the session free of social activities. 

Br# WICKREMESINGHE submitted a draft resolution on the subject, which he read out. 

The CHAIRMAN proposed that further discussion should be postponed until the 

following meeting• 

The neeting rose at 12,25 


